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Desolation Road
Sullivan Quinn didn't travel 3,000 miles from his native Ireland and his wolf pack
just to chase rabidly after the most delectable quarry he's ever seen. Quinn is in
America on a mission—to warn his Other brethren of a shadowy group willing to
use murder and mayhem to bring them down. But one whiff of this Foxwoman's
delicious honeysuckle fragrance and he knows that she is more than a colleague or
a conquestshe is his mate. Anthropologist Cassidy Poe is a world-renowned
authority on social interaction, but the overpowering desire she feels around Quinn
defies every ounce of her expertise. Working by his side to uncover The Others'
enemies poses risks she never expected—to her own safety, to those she loves,
and to her heart, as every encounter with Quinn proves more blissfully erotic than
the last Now, with no one to trust but each other, Quinn and Cassidy face a foe
that's edging closer every day, threatening to destroy the life they've always
known, and the passion they've just discovered

Christine Feehan's Drake Sisters Series
In the new GhostWalker novel by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Viper Game, a trained killer meets his match in a woman whose very kiss can stop
a heart. The Cajun dive in the middle of the godforsaken swamps wasn’t exactly
Trap Dawkins’ idea of fun. But the GhostWalker wasn’t there for a good time. He
was looking for her. Cayenne. It’s where she found her victims. Poor suckers. Then
again, who wouldn’t want to leave a place like this with a woman like her? It’s not
Cayenne’s fault. Locked up, experimented on and never knowing kindness, she
was bred this way—with a heart of pure venom. Trap understands her. He survived
his own dark past and he shares her desire for getting even. But now Trap’s
greatest danger is Cayenne herself. Because what’s inside her is hard to
control—especially when it’s aroused by a lover as reckless as Trap. From the
Paperback edition.

Toxic Game
The fourth novel in #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan’s
GhostWalker series plunges two lovers into a game where danger and passion lurk
in the darkest shadows of the mind… Jack Norton is a GhostWalker, a genetically
enhanced sniper with a merciless sense of justice, a phantom welcomed by the
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anonymity of the night. But a mission to rescue his brother in the jungle has left
him vulnerable to rebel forces. His only salvation is his power of telepathy. Then he
meets Briony, an unusual beauty on a mission of her own. But they share more
than the sweltering heat Briony shares the GhostWalker powers. Yet she’s
different. She doesn’t know what she is, or what she’s capable of. But her enemies
do. And Jack and Briony’s flight will take them into a frightening conspiracy of mind
and body—across the globe, and into the heart of darkness where the shocking
truth is something neither of them could have foreseen—or can escape.

Magic in the Wind
A New York Times Book Review Top 10 Crime Novel of the Year Now in paperback,
the first installment in the new series by master of suspense Jeffery Deaver--about
which, Lee Child raves, "No one in the world does this kind of thing better." "You
have been abandoned." A young woman has gone missing in Silicon Valley and her
father has hired Colter Shaw to find her. The son of a survivalist family, Shaw is an
expert tracker. Now he makes a living as a "reward seeker," traveling the country
to help police solve crimes and private citizens locate missing persons. But what
seems a simple investigation quickly thrusts him into the dark heart of America's
tech hub and the cutthroat billion-dollar video-gaming industry. "Escape if you
can." When another victim is kidnapped, the clues point to one video game with a
troubled past--The Whispering Man. In that game, the player has to survive after
being abandoned in an inhospitable setting with five random objects. Is a madman
bringing the game to life? "Or die with dignity." Shaw finds himself caught in a catand-mouse game, risking his own life to save the victims even as he pursues the
kidnapper across both Silicon Valley and the dark Net. Encountering eccentric
game designers, trigger-happy gamers and ruthless tech titans, he soon learns
that he isn't the only one on the hunt: someone is on his trail and closing fast. The
Never Game proves once more why "Deaver is a genius when it comes to
manipulation and deception" (Associated Press).

Deadly Game
When Elle Drake, the telepathic youngest of seven sisters, fails to arrive in the
coastal town of Sea Haven, Sheriff Jackson Deveau, who has loved Elle for years,
must race against time to discover what has happened to her.

Mind Game
In this seductive Drake sisters novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan, Libby Drake is pulled by the forceful desires of two men—and in
danger of being swept away Dr. Libby Drake is sensible and practical. To her more
adventurous sisters, she’s always been the “good girl”. Certainly not the kind to
attract the attention of a genius like Ty Derrick—until a tragic accident leaves the
handsome biochemist at her mercy. Acting on her uncanny ability to heal, she stirs
in the reawakened Ty his own long-suppressed desires for the woman who saved
his life. But he’s not the only man with designs on Libby Drake. Her miraculous and
selfless power has also captured the attention of a dangerously influential admirer.
Someone in Sea Haven is pursuing the elementally gifted beauty for his own
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wicked purpose. And he’s willing to go to deadly lengths to make it happen.

Fair Game
In one volume for the first time-a Carpathian novel and novella from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author. For the first time together, two of Christine Feehan's
most seductive tales of savage prey and sensual predators: Dark Secret, the story
of a vampire hunter on the scent of a human female; and Dark Hunger, which tells
of a caged Carpathian, his thirst for vengeance, and his lust for the woman who will
release him.

The Shadow Game
In these four novellas by today's hottest romance writers, a Victorian widow
auctions off her most prized possession: herselfa beautiful jungle explorer
discovers her own wild sidea bloodthirsty beauty gives in to her darkest desiresand
a young woman turns an all-male academy into a school for seduction. You have
nothing to losebut your inhibitions.

Kingdom of Shadow and Light
In the world of #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan’s
GhostWalker series, there are men and women who are invisible to their enemies,
yet unprotected from the passions that could be their downfall. Saber Winter is
running from her past when she meets Jess Calhoun, an ex-Navy SEAL, physically
and emotionally compromised by his own mysterious and violent history as a
Ghostwalker. What Jess senses in Saber is a kindred spirit, a lost soul desperate for
sanctuary. He offers her a home, a job, and a haven where she can safely reveal
the secrets that shadow her. But danger follows her, too. Now, the riddles of both
their pasts are about to collide, shattering the promise of their future with the
ultimate betrayal.

Predatory Game
A practical guide to shutting down workplace sexual harassment so it doesn't
derail your career or your life, from the first on-air personality to sue ESPN for
sexual harassment. "A strong book that will help you navigate the choppy waters
of sexual harassment. Gain your power, read this book." -Rose McGowan, New York
Times bestselling author of Brave Even in the #MeToo era, studies show that
women in the workforce continue to harbor misconceptions about sexual
harassment and are unprepared to respond when it happens. Lawyer and former
ESPN anchor Adrienne Lawrence has learned to advocate for herself and other
women. In this book, she offers much-needed insight on topics such as: Identifying the five types of harassers and the five types of coworkers who enable
them - Researching company culture and history to identify sexual harassment
hotbeds - Properly documenting inappropriate behavior - Preparing for retaliation
and mental health hurdles such as anxiety and depression - Managing public
exposure and figuring out when to leverage the power of the media and/or lawyer
up This essential guide helps women navigate the complicated realities of sexual
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harassment and teaches them how to be their own best advocates in toxic work
environments.

Conspiracy Game
A collection of the first five novels in #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan's Ghostwalker series. • Shadow Game • Mind Game • Night Game
• Conspiracy Game • Deadly Game

Dangerous Tides
In this gripping sequel to Conspiracy Game, Ken Norton, an expert assassin and a
GhostWalker warrior, must rescue a fellow GhostWalker when she is taken
hostage, but his mission takes a deadly turn when they both become pawns in a
game of life-and-death. Original.

Fire Me Up
He’s a man who’s used to getting what he wants, but she’s not the type of woman
to take things lying down.… Born into a world of crime, Mitya Amurov has had a
hard life, and his leopard has developed into a feral beast to protect him. It’s
constantly trying to claw its way to the surface, until a chance encounter with a
stranger instantly calms the predator inside him. While Mitya wants Ania
desperately, it’s only a matter of time before his past catches up with him, and
he’d rather die than put her in danger. But Ania is dealing with dangers of her
own.… Considering her family’s history, Ania Dover should know better than to get
mixed up with a criminal like Mitya, but she just can’t stay away. Something wild in
her responds to his presence. A need so strong it scares her. But she’s not sure she
can accept what he’s offering. Ania has always been an independent woman, and
Mitya expects to be obeyed in all things. Even with her body calling out for his,
Ania won’t let anything stop her from settling a deadly score years in the
making—not even the man who wants to claim her as his mate. “The queen of
paranormal romance.…I love everything [Feehan] does.”—#1 New York Times
bestselling author J. R. Ward

Pardonable Lies
Juliette, a beautiful activist dedicated to freeing caged animals from a secret jungle
lab, unwittingly releases Riordan, a caged, insatiable, and immortal Carpathian
thirsting for revenge against his captors.

Hidden Currents
Mitch McConnell tells his story in this candid memoir, including what he really
thinks about the rivalry between the Senate and the House and his opinions of key
US political figures. He explains the real causes of the gridlock that has so many
US voters enraged, his efforts to restore the US Senate's dual role as a brake on
excess and a tool for national consensus, and what he believes American citizens
have a right to expect from Washington.
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The Long Game
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a new,
author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan revisits her
classic tale of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story of a beautiful hunter
with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by the powerful allure of a
tormented prince of the mysterious Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by
100 never before seen pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the
first book in Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark saga as you never have before,
whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical, unforgettable
world…or your very first visit!

Samurai Game
In the third novel of this bestselling series from, London investigator Maisie Dobbs
faces grave danger as she returns to the site of her most painful WWI memories to
resolve the mystery of a pilot's death. A deathbed plea from his wife leads Sir Cecil
Lawton to seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and investigator. As Maisie
soon learns, Agnes Lawton never accepted that her aviator son was killed in the
Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge of madness but to the doors
of those who practice the dark arts and commune with the spirit world. In
accepting the assignment, Maisie finds her spiritual strength tested, as well as her
regard for her mentor, Maurice Blanche. The mission also brings her together once
again with her college friend Priscilla Evernden, who served in France and who lost
three brothers to the war—one of whom, it turns out, had an intriguing connection
to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following on the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's
triumphant Birds of a Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling
installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs, "a heroine to cherish" (Marilyn
Stasio, The New York Times Book Review).

Spider Game
A woman possesses the power to inflame the most dangerous passions of all in this
Sisters of the Heart novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan. On the shores of Sea Haven, six women touched by great loss have come
together in a sisterhood strengthened by the elements—a bond each will need as
new love and danger enter their lives Flame-haired Lissa Piner is a skilled glass
blower whose delicate gift conceals a burning inner strength that can destroy as
exquisitely as it can create. Commissioned to design chandeliers for a string of
luxury hotels, her remarkable skills have taken her to Italy. But Lissa’s real mission
there is a secret. For her entire life has been a lie, leading to a chance to avenge a
terrible wrong. Enlisted as her bodyguard is Casmir Prakenskii, a trained assassin
living off the grid. In Lissa, he sees a kindred spirit—something unexpected and
wicked, mysterious and sensual. But more than desire is about to bring them
together: because both of their pasts cry out for revenge. And for two people with
this many secrets, this much passion, and this many enemies, someone is bound
to get burned.

Judgment Road
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Rafael De La Cruz, an immortal Carpathian, is determined to possess the fiercely
independent and mortal Colby Jansen as his own.

Night Game
In a world so dark and seductive, expect nothing less than a triple-cross in the
explosive all-new Ghostwalker novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan… In an underground club, a high-ranking public official spends his
secret nights indulging in fantasies as exciting as they are depraved. For a
seductive employee of the Dungeon, it’s her job to fulfill them. But she’s playing a
far more dangerous game—one of blackmail, politics, and murder that reaches into
the shadow world of the Ghostwalkers, and the creation of a spectacular, one-of-akind new weapon of defense. But when a dictator makes his own catastrophic
moves, the Ghostwalkers have no choice but to bring in two major players—a man
and woman both driven by passion and revenge. Both expendable. Both with
nothing left to lose.

Dark Secret
Take the ride of your life with the Torpedo Ink motorcycle club in this thrilling
romance novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.
Torpedo Ink is Aleksei "Absinthe" Solokov's whole life. They're his brothers, his
family--his everything. But that doesn't stop him from wanting something that only
belongs to him. That's why the tough biker has spent the last six weeks at the
library, reading every book he can get his hands on and watching the prim and
proper librarian who makes his blood rush. For the past six weeks, Scarlet Foley
has been fantasizing about the handsome, tattooed man whose eyes follow her
every move. She senses he's dangerous. She wants him to get close enough to
touch. She wishes she could let him know the real woman, not the one she
pretends to be. But Scarlet has a plan to carry out, and she can't afford any
distractions. Absinthe is well aware that Scarlet is hiding something. She's a puzzle
he intends to solve, piece by intoxicating piece.

Leopard's Wrath
MacKayla Lane faces the ultimate threat when war breaks out between the
kingdoms of shadow and light, as the #1 New York Times bestselling Fever series
races to an explosive revelation. From the moment MacKayla Lane arrived in
Dublin to hunt her sister’s murderer, she’s had to fight one dangerous battle after
the next: to survive, to secure power, to keep her city safe, to protect the people
she loves. The matter of who’s good and who’s evil can be decided by the answer
to a single question: Whose side are you on? Now, as High Queen of the Fae, Mac
faces her greatest challenge yet: ruling the very race she was born to hunt and
kill—a race that wants her dead yesterday, so they can put a pure-blooded Fae
queen on the throne. But challenges with her subjects are the least of her concerns
when an ancient, deadly foe resurfaces, changing not only the rules of the game
but the very game itself, initiating a catastrophic sequence of events that have
devastating consequences and leave Mac questioning everything she’s ever
learned and everyone she’s ever loved. Now begins an an epic battle between
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Mortal and Fae, Seelie and Unseelie, would-be kings and would-be queens, with
possession of the Unseelie King’s virtually unlimited power and the fate of
humanity at stake. From the exquisite, deadly gardens of the High Queen’s court,
to long-forgotten truths found in the Sacred Grove of Creation, from the erotic bed
of her enigmatic, powerful lover to the darkest, seductive reaches of the Unseelie
kingdom, Mac’s final journey takes her places no human has been before, and only
one human could possibly survive . . . One who's willing to sacrifice everything.

Fantasy
The classified experiment is the brainchild of renowned scientist Peter Whitney and
his brilliant daughter, Lily. Created to enhance the psychic abilities of an elite
squadron, it can transform their natural mental powers into a unique military
weapon. But something goes wrong. In the isolated underground labs, the men
have been dying-victims of bizarre accidents. Captain Ryland Miller knows he is
next. When Dr. Whitney himself is murdered, Ryland has only one person left to
trust: the beautiful Lily. Possessed of an uncanny sixth sense herself, Lily shares
Ryland's every new fear, every betrayal, every growing suspicion, and every
passionate beat of the heart. Together, they will be drawn deeper into the
labyrinth of her father's past and closer to a secret that someone would kill to keep
hidden.

How to Flirt with a Naked Werewolf
Meet the elementally gifted sisters of Sea Haven—and discover why #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan is known as the “reigning queen of
paranormal romance” (Publishers Weekly)—in this collection of five full-length
novels plus a novella. Includes: Magic in the Wind Oceans of Fire Dangerous Tides
Safe Harbor Turbulent Sea Hidden Currents

Staying in the Game
The sparks of unexpected passion ignite in this electrifying GhostWalker novel from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. When Malichai Fortunes
attacks a problem, he does it full force—a habit that earns the GhostWalker a
painful injury and a forced vacation in San Diego, California. With nothing but
physical therapy on the horizon, Malichai is starting to get restlessuntil a striking
blue-eyed blonde makes all his senses come alive. Amaryllis is kind and warm and
sees beyond Malichai’s rough exterior, but he can tell there’s something she’s
hiding. Her innate healing abilities indicate she might be a GhostWalker—albeit an
untrained one. Malichai doesn’t think their paths crossing is anything more than
coincidence, but he can sense that one wrong word could send Amaryllis running.
When strange events at his temporary retreat put Malichai on high alert, he knows
he won’t be able to deal with the threat and keep his woman safe in his weakened
state. But calling in his brothers means telling Amaryllis what he really is, and
revealing that he knows the truth about her too.…

Lethal Game
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Marty Strauss, a gambling addict recently released from prison, is hired to be the
personal bodyguard of Joseph Whitehead, one of the wealthiest men in the world.
The job proves more complicated and dangerous than he thought, however, as
Marty soon gets caught up in a series of supernatural events involving Whitehead,
his daughter (who is a heroin addict), and a devilish man named Mamoulian, with
whom Whitehead made a Faustian bargain many years earlier, during World War II.
As time passes, Mamoulian haunts Whitehead using his supernatural powers (such
as the ability to raise the dead), urging him to complete his pact with him.
Eventually Whitehead decides to escape his fate after a few encounters with
Mamoulian and having his wife, former bodyguard, and now his daughter Carys
taken away from him. With hope still left to save Carys, Marty Strauss, although
reluctant to get involved in the old man Whiteheads deserved punishment, decides
to get involved and attempt to save the innocent gifted addict from being another
victim to the damnation game

The Damnation Game
The fast-paced deadly conclusion to the Secret City trilogy. 'Political insiders Steve
Lewis and Chris Uhlmann bring biting wit and behind-the-headlines insight to this
sharply observed novel House of Cards, Canberra style' Sunday Canberra Times
Once feared newshound Harry Dunkley has fallen, disgraced and dispirited at
having failed to reveal the existence of the cabal of mandarins pulling the strings
of power in Canberra. But new purpose is in the air. Dunkley receives aid from an
unlikely band of adversaries, and as the Australian government teeters between
fear and greed -- wanting US security and Chinese cash -- he looks at his enemies
afresh. Resurrected Labor powerhouse Catriona Bailey and the hitherto
untouchable Defence chief, Sir Jack Webster, leader of the sinister cabal, have
played Dunkley at every turn. Yet there is a chink in Webster that might just bring
him -- and Bailey --down. 'Lewis and Uhlmann's mischeivous use of contemporary
political decisions flirts with the possibilities of a roman-a-clef THE SHADOW GAME
is a welcome addition to the ranks of fictional representations of life in our capital
it's a book that deserves to be enjoyed by many' Ed Wright, The Australian 'Spies,
sex, vengeance, politics, intrigue what more could you want from a book?'
Canberra Times 'It reads like an episode of House of Cards or Borgen, however the
third book in the Secret City series hits much closer to home showcasing Canberra
and its politicians at their most evil, corrupt and weak an engaging and thoughtprovoking political thriller.' Law Society Journal

Dark Prince
On a rescue mission in the heart of the Indonesian jungle, Dr. Draden Freeman and
his GhostWalker team need to extract the wounded as quickly as possible - or risk
spreading a deadly virus unleashed by a terrorist cell. When Draden himself gets
infected, he forces his team to leave him behind. He won't risk exposing anyone
else. He intends to find the ones responsible and go out in a blaze of glory . . .
Shylah Cosmos's mission is to track the virus and remain unseen. Her enhanced
senses tell her that the gorgeous man eradicating the terrorists one by one is a
GhostWalker - and his lethal precision takes her breath away. When he's hit by a
lucky shot, she can't stop herself from stepping in, not knowing that by saving his
life she's exposed herself to the virus. There's no telling how much time Draden
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and Shylah have left. Racing to find a cure, they quickly realize that they've found
their perfect partner just in time to lose everything. But even as the virus threatens
to consume their bodies, they've never felt more alive. Praise for Christine Feehan
and the New York Times bestselling GhostWalker novels 'The queen of paranormal
romance! I love everything she does' J.R. Ward, No. 1 New York Times bestselling
author 'Romance, suspense, danger, action-packed excitement, hot hot men, and
on top of all that, a couple that sizzles all throughout the book Sexy as hell' The
Reading Cafe 'I cannot wait to see where Ms. Feehan takes us next' Fresh Fiction

Shadow Flight
Treason, torture and temptation haunt the GhostWalkers in their most dangerous
adventure yet, as Christine Feehan's #1 New York Times bestselling series hits an
explosive new high. Rescuing an industrial spy from the hands of a criminal
mastermind is a suicide mission for the GhostWalkers. And there's no one more up
to the task than Gino Mazza. He's the perfect killing machine--a man driven by
demons so dark and destructive that his blighted soul has given up trying to find
solace. But his laser-sharp focus on his target has transformed into something
nearing desire. A treasonous senator dangled top secret GhostWalker data in front
of a Chinese crime lord, and he bit. Zara Hightower, one of the world's leading
experts on artificial intelligence, was sent in to psychically wipe the crime lord's
computer network. She succeeded, but at a huge cost. Now she's the captive of a
man who has descended into paranoid madness. Torture and death await her But
GhostWalkers never leave one of their own in enemy territory. And it's up to Gino
to save Zara, or kill her if it turns out she's led them into a trap. Either way, heaven
or hell won't stop him

The Infinite Game
Charles Cornick, the leader of the North American werewolves, is sent to Boston
with Anna Latham to assist the FBI in tracking down a serial killer who is targeting
their kind.

Viper Game
From the New York Times bestselling author of Start With Why and Leaders Eat
Last, a bold framework for leadership in today’s ever-changing world. How do we
win a game that has no end? Finite games, like football or chess, have known
players, fixed rules and a clear endpoint. The winners and losers are easily
identified. Infinite games, games with no finish line, like business or politics, or life
itself, have players who come and go. The rules of an infinite game are changeable
while infinite games have no defined endpoint. There are no winners or
losers—only ahead and behind. The question is, how do we play to succeed in the
game we’re in? In this revelatory new book, Simon Sinek offers a framework for
leading with an infinite mindset. On one hand, none of us can resist the fleeting
thrills of a promotion earned or a tournament won, yet these rewards fade quickly.
In pursuit of a Just Cause, we will commit to a vision of a future world so appealing
that we will build it week after week, month after month, year after year. Although
we do not know the exact form this world will take, working toward it gives our
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work and our life meaning. Leaders who embrace an infinite mindset build
stronger, more innovative, more inspiring organizations. Ultimately, they are the
ones who lead us into the future.

Wolf At the Door
An outlaw motorcycle club sets up shop next door to Sea Haven in the dangerously
sexy new series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. A
brutal education in a Russian training facility for assassins has taught this group of
men one thing: It's a long road to redemption. JUDGMENT ROAD As the enforcer of
the Torpedo Ink motorcycle club, Reaper lives for riding and fighting. He's a stonecold killer who turns his wrath on those who deserve it. Feelings are a weakness he
can't afford--until a gorgeous bartender gets under his skin Near Sea Haven, the
small town of Caspar has given Anya Rafferty a new lease on life. And she's
desperate to hold on to her job at the biker bar, even if the scariest member of the
club seems to have it out for her. But Reaper's imposing presence and smoldering
looks just ratchet up the heat. Anya's touch is everything Reaper doesn't want--and
it brands him to the bone. But when her secrets catch up to her, Reaper will have
to choose between Anya and his club--his heart and his soul.

Christine Feehan Ghostwalkers novels 1-5
GhostWalker Kane Cannon's mission plunges him into a hot zone more personal
than he anticipated: the hiding place of Rose Patterson-hunted fugitive, ex-lover,
and a fellow GhostWalker desperate to save the life of her unborn child. Kane's
Child.

Darkest at Dawn
Aisling Grey is back-and in more trouble than ever. She thought being a courier
would be easy. It's not. She thought being a Guardian would come naturally. It
doesn't. She thought she could get out of being a wyvern's mate. She can't. And
she never thought she'd be irresistible to men. But she is.

Shadow Game
First in the Drake Sisters series from the "reigning queen of the paranormal
romance"--#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Carpathian and Sea Haven
novels. The story of Sarah, the eldest of the extraordinary—and magical—Drake
sisters, now rewritten and expanded, in this very special collector’s edition…
“Sarah Drake has come home.” Ever since Damon Wilder sought refuge in Sea
Haven, he’s heard the same breathless rumor pass the lips of nearly every local in
the sleepy coastal town. Even the wind seems to whisper her name—a reverie so
powerfully suggestive that it carries the curious Damon to Sarah’s clifftop home,
and seeks to shelter him there. But Damon has not arrived alone. A killer has
tracked him to Sea Haven, and into the shadows of Drake House. But Sarah has
her own secrets, and danger—as well as a desire more urgent than either has ever
known—is just a whisper away… Magic in the Wind previously appeared in Lover
Beware. Christine Feehan is the author of Dark Wolf, Dark Lycan, Air Bound,
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Leopard's Prey, Samurai Game, and numerous other bestselling novels.

Fire Bound
GhostWalker Wyatt Fontenot, the subject of a secret military experiment that gave
him special catlike abilities, returns home to the bayou where he helps the
seductive and mysterious Le Poivre de Cayenne protect three girls from a
poisonous enemy. Includes teaser. By the #1 New York Times best-selling author
of Samurai Game. Original.

Ruthless Game
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan returns to a world of
terrifying power and forbidden passion in the second novel in her breathtaking
GhostWalker series. Possessed of an extraordinary telekinetic gift, Dahlia LeBlanc
has spent her life isolated from other people. And just when she thinks she’s finally
achieved some semblance of peace, her well-orchestrated world comes crashing
down For a reason she cannot guess, she has become the target of deadly
assassins. Suddenly no place is safe—not even the secret refuge she’d established
long ago. Now she must rely on Nicolas Trevane—a dangerous warrior sent to track
her down and protect her. Together, they generate a scorching heat Dahlia never
imagined was possible. But can she trust this man with her secrets—especially
when some people would kill to get their hands on them?

Dark Hunger
Chicago’s Ferraro crime family will do anything to protect one of their own in this
thrilling entry in the Shadow Riders series from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Christine Feehan. Nicoletta Gomez was a terrified teenager when Taviano
Ferraro and his brother saved her life. Ever since, she’s been trying to rise above
what was done to her, molding herself into a survivor under the protective eyes of
the Ferraro family. All the while, she’s been falling hopelessly in love with the man
who knows her darkest secrets.… With one look, Taviano knew that Nicoletta was
his, just as he felt their shadows connect. But no matter how much he wanted to
claim her, he knew she needed time to become her own woman. When Nicoletta
once again finds herself in the sights of dangerous men, a split-second decision
has Taviano breaking all of the Ferraro family’s rules to keep her safe. And as far
as he’s concerned, the reward is more than worth the risk.

Covert Game
A member of the Special Forces paranormal squad, Gator Fontenot embarks on a
dangerous mission to capture Iris "Flame" Johnson, a beautiful weapon of
destruction bent on vengeance, who has become the target of a lethal assassin.
Original.

The Never Game
Northern Exposure Even in Grundy, Alaska, it’s unusual to find a naked guy with a
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bear trap clamped to his ankle on your porch. But when said guy turns into a wolf,
recent southern transplant Mo Wenstein has no difficulty identifying the problem.
Her surly neighbor Cooper Graham—who has been openly critical of Mo’s ability to
adapt to life in Alaska—has trouble of his own. Werewolf trouble. For Cooper, an
Alpha in self-imposed exile from his dysfunctional pack, it’s love at first sniff when
it comes to Mo. But Cooper has an even more pressing concern on his mind.
Several people around Grundy have been the victims of wolf attacks, and since
Cooper has no memory of what he gets up to while in werewolf form, he’s worried
that he might be the violent canine in question. If a wolf cries wolf, it makes sense
to listen, yet Mo is convinced that Cooper is not the culprit. Except if he’s not
responsible, then who is? And when a werewolf falls head over haunches in love
with you, what are you supposed to do anyway? The rules of dating just got a
whole lot more complicated. . . .
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